A Thomson-Gordon Group Company – Innovating since 1911

New and Improved Marsh Brothers Aviation (MBA) Website is Live and
Taking Orders
(November 2, 2016) Marsh Brothers Aviation is rapidly expanding its product and service offerings to the aviation

marketplace. This year alone, MBA has applied for and obtained various new product approvals/certifications,
expanded its relationship with its primary distributor – Aircraft Spruce and Specialty Co. – and recently launched
a NEW Marsh Brothers Aviation website with on-line ordering capabilities.
According to MBA General Manager, Patrick Whyte, “the purpose of this new site is to promote our brand and
make our products more accessible to both individual owner-operators and maintenance shops. Our polymer
bushings, bearings, seals and wipers are a great option to replace their bronze or steel counterparts. Our
products are 20% lighter and lubrication is built right into the polymer formulation, so no grease or oil is ever
required for their operation – making them environmentally friendly and built to last – so why shouldn’t
everyone be able to order them?”
Visitors to the MBA site can find out more about the company, view product information for their specific
aircraft and review MBA’s certifications and approvals. Plus, there is also a service section for Aerostar© landing
gear rebuilds, custom seals and propeller regulator overhauls. And all of these products and services can be
ordered on-line!
Marsh Brothers Aviation’s NEW website is located at
www.marshbrothersaviation.com
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website home page
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About Marsh Brothers Aviation
Marsh Brothers Aviation is part of the Thomson-Gordon Group, a Canadian manufacturer of bearings, seals and
engineered mechanical components for diverse global markets since 1911. This connection provides access to
superior engineering, manufacturing and state-of-the-art R&D facilities that encourage innovation and the
delivery of high performance products and quality service. Marsh Brothers Aviation brings the expertise of the
Thomson-Gordon Group to the aircraft industry with a focus on the innovative development and supply of high
performance parts and service, initially to general aviation aircraft, but with the intention to expand into the
transport category aircraft market.
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